Abstract. Cube concrete samples (150×150×150mm) of five ages (7, 14, 21, 28 and 35d) under different stress conducted the ultrasound examination by non-metallic detector and universal testing machine. The results show that the relationship curve of the stress and the ultrasound amplitude can be divided into four stages, the smooth linear stage, the linear deceleration stage, the like smooth lines stage and the attenuation damage stage from the loading beginning to the ultimate strength for concrete samples of the same age and different configuring strength. Ultrasound amplitude of concrete samples get smaller with the increase of the stress; when the concrete samples damage, the smallest sound velocity is derived. According to measured ultrasound amplitude under different stress and different configuring strength of the concrete, fitting function is used by Boltzmann, and the correlation coefficient was calculated to obtain concrete development model under different loading conditions and different ages.
Introduction
In recent years, many experts and scholars at home and abroad have made a lot of research on nondestructive examination to concrete aspects and have obtained greatly valuable results [1] [2] [3] . Ultrasonic wave, a means of non-destructive examination of the concrete, has been widely applied from the late 1940s. In the 1960's, Romanian Professor Facaoaru tested concrete strength by sound velocity combined rebound method. 20 years later, American Sansalone and Carino used the impacting echo method for nondestructive test to the concrete [4] . The principle is that ultrasonic velocity depends on the parameters of the density and elastic constant [5] . Therefore, the relevant information of concrete strength and quality is obtained by detecting velocity rate of the ultrasound [6] . At present, the study on ultrasonic examination of the concrete mainly considers these factors, such as different sizes, different intensity levels, aggregate types, moisture content and other factors. Nakahata et al [7] had studied three-dimensional numerical modeling of ultrasonic wave propagation in concrete and observed that amplitude of the transmitted signal was sensitive to the allocation pattern of the aggregates. Zhang et at [8] studied the characteristics of ultrasonic velocity for the concrete under stress and obtained the relationship curve of the stress and the ultrasonic velocity. Professor Larcher [9] also carried out a series of tests to study a viscoelastic mechanical characterization of asphalt materials by ultrasonic measurements, and finally drew the conclusion that the ultrasonic test results agreed with results obtained by complex modulus test.
These ideas and methods have certain significance for the research on propagation characteristics of the ultrasound for the concrete under the stress. However, the results may be not the same for different concrete samples, different ages and different loads and few people research the change of the amplitude for the concrete under the stress. The paper discusses the law of the ultrasound amplitude on concrete samples under the compression through the test, considering the age, the loading and concrete configuration strength. Test Methods. Cube concretes (150×150×150mm) of five ages (7d, 14d, 21d, 28d, 35d) were fabricated and concrete samples (C20, C30, C35, C40 and C45) of every age were also fabricated. Measuring points were arranged in the midpoint of the test simple and the detection direction is perpendicular to the direction of the force, as shown in Fig. 3 . The detection time is recorded each loading 10 kN until the test sample is destroyed in the process; the ultrasonic amplitude is obtained. 
Analysis of Test Results
The impact of stress to the ultrasonic amplitude. Fig. 4 shows the relationship of loading stress and the ultrasonic amplitude for the same age and the same concrete preparation strength; the overall trend demonstrates that the ultrasonic amplitude is gradually smaller with the increase of loading stress. When the concrete block is destroyed, the value of ultrasonic amplitude is the smallest. The results display that the relationship curve can be divided into four stages: the smooth linear stage-the change of the ultrasonic amplitude is very small in the beginning; the linear deceleration stage-the ultrasonic amplitude decreases rapidly when the loading reaches a certain stress value; the like smooth lines stage-with the increase of the stress, the amplitude is approximate linear change when it decreases to a certain value; the attenuation damage stage-the curve steepens again and the ultrasonic amplitude sharply decline until the loading stress gradually approaches the limit of concrete. 
Summary
(1) The relationship curve between the stress and the ultrasound amplitude can be divided into four stages, the smooth linear stage, the linear deceleration stage, the like smooth lines stage and the attenuation damage stage from the beginning loading to the ultimate strength.
(2) The overall trend demonstrates the ultrasonic amplitude is gradually smaller with the increase of loading stress.
(3) During the loading process, the curve point mutation occurs three times, the first time is the turning point for the smooth linear stage and the linear deceleration stage; the second time is the turning point for the smooth linear stage and the like smooth lines stage; the last time is the like smooth lines stage and the attenuation damage stage.
(4) According to the ultrasonic amplitude in different stress and different concrete strength, Boltzmann regression equation is obtained and the correlation coefficient is calculated. Further, any correlation coefficient is greater than 0.8, which indicates that fitting equations are significant correlation and fitting results are credible.If you follow the "checklist" your paper will conform to the requirements of the publisher and facilitate a problem-free publication process.
